APP OF THE WEEK

App Of The Week

Mike’s Toolbox
We take a look at a collection of most excellent Word macros and tools

F

or this last App of the Week ever, I
thought I’d throw a mention out to a
rather talented Technical Author and
coder, Mike Mee.
When you’re writing a many-paged Word
document, such as Mike does on a regular
basis, you soon find the need to automate
certain tasks, enforce styles, customise the
document and retrieve detailed information
on the file you’re currently looking at.
As it happens, Mike has spent his
time as a technical author developing a
set of tools that will help the frequent
Word user with their work. It’s taken him
two and a half years and the result is a
marvellous Ribbon addition with a full set
of handy macros to make your Word-life
that much easier.

Mike’s Toolbox
Forged from his virtual, digital shed,
Mike’s Toolbox is a collection of
macros and tools for the Word power
user. Technical authors, proofreaders,
copywriters, journalists and authors of
saucy novels can all benefit from what’s
available within the collective Toolbox.
The Ribbon controls allow the user
to fix any language irregularities, insert
portrait or landscape form pages,
remove extra spaces and fix the fonts
and the sizes to a document-wide style.
The Toolbox icon, the first option on
the Ribbon, will display the document
properties, listing the template name,
default language, number of words, lines,
paragraphs and pages, along with the
date and other information.
Dig a little deeper and the Toolbox
reveals footer values, styles (which can

 The information box is extremely helpful and it’s on top as

 If you’re a Word power user, Mike’s

you type

Toolbox is a must-have addition

be replaced), comments and bookmarks.
The Which Fonts option displays the fonts
used within the document and the Fix
Language option will change the entire
document to English UK or whichever
language you prefer.
With Mike’s Toolbox you’re able to
remove paragraphs, change commas
to full stops and vice versa, dashes to
hyphens and remove highlighted sections;
you can even swap ‘and’ to an ampersand
and the other way around.
Section Breaks can be viewed and
edited, Fields can be examined and
altered, as can tables, images and shapes
and Footnotes.

In all honesty, just having the extended
file information is of great help when
you’re dealing with word counts, lines
and so on. And being able to batch edit
all the images and shapes within the
document is equally handy.

Conclusion
For the last time ever, then. Thank you
Mike, the Toolbox for Word app is a great
help to those of us who use Word on a
regular basis. Keep up the good work.
If you’re interested in giving it a try,
you can find the latest version with full
installation and configuration instructions
at mikestoolbox.co.uk. mm

Fixing Word docs
There’s plenty to be had from Mike’s
Toolbox and as this is version 2.0 we
can expect more content to be included,
tweaked and modified over time.
Is it really helpful, though? In short,
yes. Using it to modify the Group Test
setup and template was far easier than
doing it manually, even down to changing
everything to English UK, when the
template insists on being English US.

Features At A Glance
• Free, including source code.
• Integrates with a Ribbon GUI
into Word 2013 onward.
• Works well with Word 2007, but
no Ribbon function.
• Loads of features and really
helpful.

 The Mike’s Toolbox Ribbon, complete with handy tools
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